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1: Rockwell Integrated Space Plan
Ron Jones' famous infographic, now % as beautiful and inspiring at less than 1% of the file size, thanks to Caltech's Dr.
Nicolas Lee. Hooray, vector art!

To add to this confusion, there are more than commercial efforts to develop space capabilities. These range
from launch providers to a host of supporting technologies and contractor companies. Many non-profits, and
academic research programs are also heavily involved in this field. Joining with Ron Jones, Integrated Space
Analytics will update the ISP with the latest developments in the space industry, including its increased
internationalization and commercialization. The ISP will also be published on a public website to allow
in-depth exploration of the connections across the entire industry. It will be a valuable tool for people in the
industry to understand the desired space infrastructure, and its influence on our economy. Our goal is to
introduce to the public the breadth and complexity of our efforts on space exploration and development. For
that purpose, this project will re-introduce the Integrated Space Plan format and its benefits as a visualization
tool. It will be inclusive in nature containing commercial, national, academic, military, and non-profit projects.
The associated website will be interactive, with discussion groups and other feedback mechanisms. Most
importantly, the ISP will show which projects are most urgent and must be prioritized because they are the
building blocks our future will be based on. Space Shuttle What are the rewards of our campaign? Our main
tangible reward is your very own copy of the Integrated Space Plan The reward to everyone is an updated
online version of the ISP It was an acknowledgement of our common human goals. The ISP was intended to
portray the global vision of the worldwide space leadership regarding our future in space, back to the Moon,
then on toward Mars, asteroids, and eventually to other stars. The Integrated Space Plan understood,
implicitly, that the only way to develop lunar and martian bases, large space stations, space elevators, space
based solar power systems, and to harvest asteroids, was have a system that depicted who was planning to
provide various capabilities Anything this complex does indeed require a complex planning capability. The
updated ISP will be a valuable tool in both comprehending the challenges and opportunities ahead, but also the
interconnected nature of space development. Our new, soon-to-be updated Integrated Space Plan will remain
firmly fixed on those same ideas. The updated ISP will show how the various pieces of our future space
architecture can work together. Since the last update of the plan, much of the content, like the International
Space Station for example, has gone from science fiction to technological reality; and the vision of the future
where commercial firms help lead the way into space has come to pass. In the early days of the space race
there were two nations participating; there are now over a dozen nations funding large scale space efforts. The
Integrated Space Plan matters because it is the roadmap for the future of humanity. Why is it important to
revive the Integrated Space Plan now? Not since the Apollo program has the United States defined a common
vision for space architecture development. This has impacted the space programs of many nations. As a result,
the global space program lacks consensus on goals, and the leadership to push the boundaries of this frontier.
Each has their own plan, and each operates from their own agenda and with their own resources. This is a
good thing! This makes for a vibrant, varied and continually expanding global space program. It is our hope
that a revived ISP that takes advantage of the power of the Internet can help build an international
understanding of long-term goals and near term objectives. The Integrated Space Plan 2. This will help shape a
global vision and an intelligently defined stepping-stone approach to expansion into space. Why are we raising
funding on Kickstarter? For the updated Integrated Space Plan to have any purpose, people have to see it.
Kickstarter is a great way to introduce a product to a lot of people, in a short period of time, and on a tight
budget. What will we do with the money we raise? The remainder will go to for the purpose of making,
maintaining, and expanding the uses of the updated Integrated Space Plan. Doing the actual update of the ISP
will be a lot of fun for space nuts like us, but we also understand that it is going to be a very large and
complicated task. Lucky for us, we have the creator of the original ISP onboard to help guide the process! We
also know a lot of people in the space industry who are doing much of the actual work that the ISP describes
â€” and many of these people have pledged their support to help make the ISP as complete and accurate as
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possible. Once the ISP is updated, we have an even more ambitious use for it. We will be posting an
interactive version of the ISP online! If we raise significantly more than our goal through this Kickstarter
effort, then we will be able to make the ISP a much more expansive resource with some really great additional
educational and space industry specific capabilities. Why is the Integrated Space Plan so desperately needed
Risks and challenges The space community is composed of a large number of very bright people with
differing opinions on priorities, destinations, mission architectures, and fundamental objectives. The primary
challenge of our project is to survey the collective knowledge of the community and synthesize it into a form
that the majority of the community will embrace. The primary risk of our campaign is that it will take longer
than projected to do the necessary research, achieve internal consensus on the results, and publish our findings
in poster form and online. Questions about this project? We appreciate your help!
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2: The Rockwell Integrated Space Plan
I first encountered this amazing infographic hanging on a professor's office wall when I was visiting law schools back in
I've been trying, off and on, to run down my own copy ever since.

Was supposed to happen circa The reason things went sideways is buried on some spreadsheet somewhere
showing more profits can be made selling cheap junk to the natives. And then came the assumptions. And the
assumptions were without form. And the plan was without substance. And darkness was upon the face of the
workers. And they spoke among themselves saying, "It is a crock of shit and it stinketh. And the plan became
policy. This is how shit happens. Skyhooks are what we used to send the "new guy" to look for for when I
worked in a grocery store. There was no basement. Not all of that hopefulness was completely dead by the
80s. Maybe just because there were people still around, in leadership roles, who had cut their teeth back in the
60s Somehow, we lost some of our most significant fears and our most significant ambitions in the tumult of
the 80s and the end of the Cold War. As to the Rockwell document Vast and presumably expensive analysis
documents like demonstrate part of the problem as much as they show what should have been the solution.
Looks more like they believed politicians had an alternate universe. And PowerPoint was decades away.
Would love to know who did this, how many they were, how long it took and And whether any of them was
working on a multi-thousand-page hard SF meganovel for which this would have been the pull-out map. You
know, like fantasy novels have. Can we send a copy to Iain M Banks? It was sublimely relevant and awesome.
Neil deGrasse Tyson 4 Prez! That captures a good bit of the hopeful anger I saw. One more box on that chart
and whoops, Cthulhu. Many Americans at the time think it was a good idea at all. The plans enabled the
USSR to advance technologically and once Khrushchev was in power, he pushed the Soviet space program
hard to do a number of notable firsts related to space and rockets. Then he gloated about it on the world stage
and managed to scare most of the Western World into doing something, less the godless commies take over
the world. Are great things only the result of reactionary politics? Humanity managed to do some great things
in the decades that followed and will continue to do so. What matters is where we go from there. We could
have done better, sure, but we done good. Apollo 11 was just about getting people on the moon and returning
them safely. Apollo 12 was about being able to pick a spot on the moon and do a pinpoint landing.
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3: Integrated Space Plan (Rockwell International) â€” Aerospace Legacy Foundation
"Ron Jones is a partner and the Space Systems Lead in Integrated Space Analytics (ISA), recently created to update
and automate the Integrated Space Plan. He is also the Marketing Director for BioSpace Experiments, Inc. (BSE), which
provides low-cost, turn-key access to space for microgravity researchers.

This is a compact star forming region in the constellation Cygnus The Swan. Light from glowing hydrogen is
coloured blue in this image. Ross b was found orbiting a red dwarf 11 light years away from our own planet
and is moving closer to us. The Earth-sized world is expected to be temperate, with a surface temperature that
may also be close to that of the Earth. Missions during this stage of exploration range from years with safe
return of the crew to Earth taking months. Johnson Space Center provides agency leadership for the
development and analysis of human spaceflight architectures, mission plans, and surface system definitions.
The goals are to extend our reach into space, expand our planetary access capability, increase our ability to
manipulate assets and resources, support our astronaut crews during their space operations, extend the life of
the systems they leave behind, and enhance the efficacy of human operations. While such missions would be
truly remarkable, the system is scalable to any level of power and array size where the tradeoff is between the
desired mass and speed of the spacecraft. The area of space near the moon offers a true deep space
environment to gain experience for human missions that push farther into the solar system, access the lunar
surface for robotic missions but with the ability to return to Earth if needed in days rather than weeks or
months. Flight hardware for SLS and Orion is currently in production for the first and second missions, life
support and related technologies are being tested on ISS, and habitation and propulsion development activities
are also underway. NASA is working with domestic and international partners to solve the great challenges of
deep space exploration. Deep Space Gateway This first phase of exploration near the moon will use current
technologies and allow us to gain experience with extended operations farther from Earth than previously
completed. These missions enable NASA to develop new techniques and apply innovative approaches to
solving problems in preparation for longer-duration missions far from Earth. In addition to demonstrating the
safe operation of the integrated SLS rocket and Orion spacecraft, the agency is also looking to build a crew
tended spaceport in lunar orbit within the first few missions that would serve as a gateway to deep space and
the lunar surface. This deep space gateway would have a power bus, a small habitat to extend crew time,
docking capability, an airlock, and serviced by logistics modules to enable research. The propulsion system on
the gateway mainly uses high power electric propulsion for station keeping and the ability to transfer among a
family of orbits in the lunar vicinity. The three primary elements of the gateway, the power and propulsion bus
and habitat module, and a small logistics module s , would take advantage of the cargo capacity of SLS and
crewed deep space capability of Orion. An airlock can further augment the capabilities of the gateway and can
fly on a subsequent exploration mission, Building the deep space gateway will allow engineers to develop new
skills and test new technologies that have evolved since the assembly of the International Space Station. The
gateway will be developed, serviced, and utilized in collaboration with commercial and international partners.
Boeing- Concepts for Deep Space Gateway.
4: William Tompkins
The Rockwell Integrated Space Plan (ISP) is a very long range systematic perspective of America's and the Western
World's space program. Its plus year vision was created from the integration of numerous NASA long range studies The
ISP is not mean to be a definitive plan for the development of space, but rather a compilation of.

5: Integrated Space Plan | theDiagonal
The Rockwell International Integrated Space Plan September 14, AM Subscribe Over at Make Blog, Sean Ragan has
after years of search dug up a copy of the Rockwell International Integrated Space Plan from
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6: Integrated Space Plan | ISDCÂ®
Email Website. Having wandered into professional writing and editing after a decade in engineering, science, and
management, Merryl now enjoys reintegrating the dichotomy by bringing space technology and policy within reach of an
interested public.

7: The Rockwell International Integrated Space Plan - Imgur
The Rockwell International Integrated Space Plan Perhaps the world's most ambitious flowchart, a diagram of future
discovery, never realized. Super hi-res PDF version here, for your perusal and inspiration.

8: www.enganchecubano.com Â» The Rockwell International Integrated Space Plan
Rockwell Integrated Space Plan includes major space achievements, from first generation of reusable spacecrafts
(Space Shuttles) to large scale Mars colonies. It was created by Rockwell International analyst Ron Jones, in

9: The Rockwell Integrated Space Plan (Vector Redux Version) | Make:
The point of this plan was that each step built on the previous ones. The Mars operations were going to be supported by
the Moon operations. So skipping the Moon operations means that the Mars operations are going to be much more
expensive and much more limited.
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